An all new, automated version of the PEGASUS software has been developed and tested. PEGASUS provides the hole-cutting and connectivity information between overlapping grids, and is used as the final part of the grid generation process for overset-grid computational fluid dynamics approaches. The new PEGASUS code (Version 5) has many new features: automated hole cutting; a projection scheme for fixing gaps in overset surfaces; more efficient interpolation search methods using an alternating digital 
inter-connectivity among the meshes, i.e., the interpolation data. The interpolation data that is passed to the flow solver includes a list of the mesh points that are interpolated, the associated interpolation coefficients, and the donor cell for each interpolated point. Also included in the interpolation data is a list of the points that are removed (i.e., blanked) from the computational domain due to the fact that they are interior to a solid body.
These points are also known as hole points. The user inputs depicted in Fig. 1 specify how this interpolation data is created.
There are several codes that perform the same basic functions as PEGASUS. These include DCF3D (Ref. Generally, anymesh canreceive information fromother meshes through outer boundary andartificial boundary points.
The interpolation process is further illustrated in Fig. 3 , which depicts a portion of the overlap region between the airfoil and flap meshes. Airfoil mesh points that are contained within a certain region surrounding the flap are excluded from the computational domain of the airfoil mesh. (In chimera terminology, they are "blanked" points, or hole points.) The exclusion of points is accomplished by defining a hole creation boundary within the flap mesh that will define the region within which all airfoil points are to be blanked. The points in the airfoil mesh surrounding the blanked points are hole fringe points; they receive flow-field information interpolated from mesh cells within the flap mesh. Correspondingly, points on the outer boundary of the flap mesh receive flow-field information interpolated from mesh cells within the airfoil mesh.
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History of PEGASUS
The PEGASUS code has been a main component of the overset grid methodology since its inception and has gone through many upgrades, increasing its generalization, speed, flexibility, and automation. 
Automation of the Oversetting Process
There are three primary operations that PEGASUS performs to create the interpolation data required by the flow.
solver. The first of these steps is hole cutting. The mesh points that are within a solid body must be identified, so that they can be removed from the computational domain by the flow solver. Looking back at Fig. 2 , the airfoil mesh points that are contained within the flap mesh must be identified. For two-dimensional grids, this process appears to be relatively easy, but for three dimensions and multiple overlapping meshes the hole cutting process can be difficult.
The second step is to identify the interpolation points. There are two types of interpolation points: hole-fringe points and outer-boundary points (see Fig.s 2 and 3 ). The hole-fringe points are easily identified as any point that has a hole-point as a neighbor. An outer-boundary point is any point which lies on the boundary of a computational mesh and which will not be updated by a boundary condition within the flow solver.
The third step is the identification of the donor cells that will be used to update the interpolated fringe and boundary points identified in the previous step. If a suitable donor cell cannot be found for an interpolation point, the point is termed an "orphan".
The first two of these steps requires knowledge of the complete set of boundary conditions that are to be applied by the flow solver onto each mesh. The PEGASUS 5 code, therefore, requires the flow solver boundary conditions as part of its input. Theautomatic hole generation process isillustrated using atwo-dimensional example (i.e., a 3-element airfoil). The overall objective of the hole-cutting process is to partition the computational domain into "inside" and "outside" regions. In PEGASUS 5, this is accomplished using Cartesian meshes, where it is desired to mark each Cartesian element as an "inside", "outside", or "fringe" element. Spatial partitioning approaches used in previous versions of PEGASUS were based on the use of surface normais. This approach exhibited many situations that had to be dealt with as special cases, particularly when dealing with CFD configurations with surface discontinuities. Instead, PEGASUS 5 uses a hole-cutting approach that does not depend on surface normal definitions, and therefore can accommodate surface discontinuities.
A Cartesian mesh is generated which fully encompasses the solid boundaries of the configuration. The elements of the Cartesian mesh which intercept the solid surface elements of the airfoil are identified and designated as fringe elements. Some of the fringe elements in the slat-wing region of the 3-element airfoil are depicted in Fig.   5 .
Fig. 5. Fringe Elements
It is assumed that the comer elements of the Cartesian mesh are "outside" elements. Any unidentified (i.e,, nonfringe) element that is adjacent to an outside element must itself be an outside element. The outside region is thereby identified by a painting algorithm that marches from the corner elements inward until no more elements that are adjacent to outside elements can be found. The outside region is thereby completely defined, and is depicted in Fig. 6 . Finally, any element remaining that is not either an outside or fringe element must be an "inside" element. Inside elements are depicted in Fig. 7 .
Fig. 7. Inside Elements
The Cartesian mesh is now a completed "hole map". Given an arbitrary grid point, the Cartesian element within the hole map in which the point resides can very quickly be identified. Points that are encompassed by "outside"
or "inside" elements aremarked asfieldpoints orholepoints, respectively. Points thatfall withinfringe elements canassume either identity, andtherefore must undergo further processing. PEGASUS 5uses a "line-of-sight" algorithm todetermine thestatus of such agridpoint.Thisalgorithm tests toseeif aclear line-of-sight exists between thepointandanoutside orinside (i.e.,non-fringe) element, andif so,thenthepointwill assume the identityofthatelement. A clear line-of-sight means thatavector fromthepointtoa neighboring non-fringe element does notintersect thesolidsurface contained in thefringe element. Thisalgorithm is illustrated in Fig.8 .
Points thatcan"see" anoutside element arefieldpoints; points that can"see" aninside element areholepoints.
In the example of Fig. 8 , Point A is outside. Point B is inside, and will be marked as a hole point.
Outer Boundary Specification
The automation of the outer-boundary point specification is straightforward, since all boundary conditions have been supplied in the input file and are available to PEGASUS 5. The minimum and maximum index surfaces that have not been specified as boundary conditions for the flow solver are designated as the outer boundaries, and these points are added to the list of points that require interpolation stencils.
It can be desirable to have two layers of interpolation points at the hole fringes and at the outer boundaries. The number of layers of interpolation points is known as the "fringe level". A fringe level of two has certain advantages within the flow solver and can produce more accurate solutions. In the new code the user can set the fringelevel forholes andouter boundaries withasingle input, or setthefringelevel forholes andouter boundaries separately. It should benoted thatnotallflowsolvers accommodate a mixed single/double fringe level ofinterpolated boundary points.
Boundary Point Interpolation
The identification of hole and outer boundary points is a starting point for the overlap optimization procedure The interpolation sub-process for a given grid pair begins by testing the intersection of the two meshes, using several different Cartesian and rotated Cartesian boxes. For each grid, these boxes are the smallest box that fully surrounds all of the grid points, ff the boxes of the two different grids do not intersect, then no interpolation between the grid pairs is possible. The sub-process next loops through every single grid point in the recipient grid. Inside this loop it first tests to see if the grid point is inside the Cartesian boxes of the donor grid, and discards the point if it is not. It then proceeds by searching for a donor grid cell that is "close" to the final interpolation cell in the donor grid. This is accomplished efficiently through a spatial partitioning scheme; the approach used in PEGASUS 5 is based on a data structure known as an Alternating Digital Tree (ADT), which is described in Ref. 16 . ADT structures are generated and stored for each mesh at the beginning of the program's execution. Given a grid ADT and the recipient grid point, a "close" cell in the donor grid can be found very quickly.
Oncea close donor cell is identified, a stencil-jumping algorithm is used to find the donor cell which contains the recipient point.
The stencil-jumping inverts the equations for tri-linear interpolation using a Newton iteration. This solves for a delta in the computational index space which will point to a donor cell that contains the recipient point. The Newton iteration generally requires a small number of iterations (-3-5), and the stenciljumping will typically converge in two or three jumps if the initial guess is close and the grid is smooth.
The stencil-jumping procedure has some additional enhancements to improve its robustness. One such enhancement is the ability to detect and to "jump" across the computational boundary in a C-grid or in a periodic O-grid. This is important because the initial starting point returned by the ADT may be close in physical space to the final interpolation element, but may be much farther away in computational space.
Cell Difference Parameter
It is common in an overset grid system to have three or more grids overlapping in the same physical space. The overlap optimization method is based on a philosophy that the finest mesh points are kept as part of the computational domain while the coarser mesh points should be interpolated from the finer mesh points. To demonstrate the steps required to achieve the overlap optimization, three one-dimensional meshes will be used (see Fig. 10a ). Mesh A is stretched from fine to coarse, Mesh B is stretched from coarse to fine, while Mesh C has constant spacing that is coarser than both Mesh A and Mesh B.
The first step is to interpolate between the mesh pairs. Starting with Meshes A and B, Mesh A interpolates all points from Mesh B and Mesh B interpolates all points from Mesh A. Then, only the coarser interpolated mesh points (i.e., those points that are interpolated from finer mesh regions) are kept (see Fig. 10b ). The arrows in this figure and the remainder of Fig. 10 indicate the direction of the data flow. The head of the arrow points to the interpolated point, while the tail indicates the cell that donates data to the interpolated point.
In step 2, the interpolated points identified in step 1 are checked to determine if they are also part of a donor cell.
If an interpolated point is part of a donor cell, it is removed as an interpolated point. The result for Mesh A and Mesh B is shown in Fig. 10c . Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for Mesh A to Mesh C pair and the Mesh B to Mesh C pair. The results for Steps 1 and 2 for these mesh pairs are shown in Fig.s 10d and 10e .
Tocomplete theoverlap optimization process, each pointthatisinterpolated in amesh isevaluated todetermine which interpolation is tobekept.ff onlyasingle interpolation hasbeen identified forapoint, thatinterpolation is kept.If more thanoneinterpolation hasbeen identified (due tomultiple mesh overlap), theinterpolation withthe smallest cdpiskept.Using thisprocedure, theresulting interpolations andfieldpoints (non-interpolated points)
areshown inFig.1Of. Thefieldpoints in Fig.1Of show theeffective optimized overlap thatresults fromthis approach. It alsoshows thatMesh C no longer has any active field points in this region because it is coarser than any of the other meshes with which it overlaps. In Fig. 11 , an example of two overlapping meshes and the resulting optimized overlap is shown. It can be seen that this procedure keeps the overlap region away from the tightly packed boundary layer region of both meshes.
In Fig. 12 , the resulting optimized overlap is shown for three meshes. The optimized overlap that is produced in this case would be very difficult to specify manually, and would be nearly impossible in three-dimensions. 
Projection for Viscous Grids
The oversetting process gives the user great flexibility in how the surface of a body is sub-divided into topologies that ease grid generation. As geometry has increased in complexity and the need for viscous solutions has increased, a problem with the overset approach for viscous grids has arisen. The problem, which is created by the linear discretization of curved surfaces, has manifested itself in two forms. These two forms are depicted in Fig.s. 13a and 13b, which depict two overlapping grids on a curved surface. The scale of these grids and the curvature of the surface is exaggerated in these figures to clarify the problem. The first problem type occurs for a concave surface (Fig. 13a) . The surface points for both grids lie on the true surface of the body, but have points that do not have legal interpolation stencils. Therefore, any of these points that must be interpolated from the other mesh would be orphan points. This form of viscous interpolation problem is easily identified. The second form of viscous interpolation errors occurs for a convex surface (see Fig. 13b ) and is not as easy to identify. In this form, the recipient points that require interpolation can find donor cells, but these donor cells are located much further away from the wall than the recipient points. Therefore, recipient points in the near-wall region of the boundary layer will receive data from cells in the outer region of the boundary layer. These viscous interpolation errors manifest themselves as large velocities near the surface. This error can lead to incorrect boundary layer profiles and significant errors in the flow solution. To correct this problem, the PROGRD code (Ref. 17) was developed. PROGRD is used to modify the grids prior to the interpolation process in PEGASUS. PROGRD, which projects one grid onto another, changes the final grids that are used in the flow solver. This approach leaves the user with a geometry that has been changed from the original, i.e., grid points that originally were on the solid surface are physically moved to faces of elements in a donor mesh.
The approach in PEGASUS 5 is to bring the PROGRD methodology into PEGASUS and project the grids, but only for determining the interpolation indices and coefficients. The original surfaces of the geometry are retained.
The process is depicted in Fig. 14 In fact, restarting in PEGASUS 5 is very similar to using the UNIX "make" utility, in that previously performed processes that are independent of local changes are not repeated.
Parallelization
A parallel version of the PEGASUS software was developed using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard.
The architecture of the PEGASUS 5 software was designed from the very beginning to be very amenable to coarse-grained parallelization. Nearly all of the computations done in the code consist of a number of operations using data from either an individual mesh or pairs of meshes. These operations include surface projections between all mesh pairs, building alternating-digital trees (ADTs) for each mesh, interpolation stencil searches between all mesh pairs, hole-cutting operations on individual meshes, and boundary point identification on individual meshes. Most of these operations are independent of each other and can be performed simultaneously.
However, there are some processes that are required to be handled sequentially with respect to each other, e.g., all
projection operations must precede all of the interpolation operations. The parallelization was implemented by creating a single master process, and NP-1 worker processes, where NP is the number of MPI processes assigned to the job. The master initializes the entire PEGASUS execution, and then asynchronously assigns individual operations to each of the workers. Once a worker reports back to the master that it has completed its operation, the master sends it a new operation to perform. Figure 15 shows a graphical representation of the operations being performed during anactual PEGASUS 5execution by each of the workers as a function of time, where a total of 15 processors (14 workers) were used. A close-up view of some of the operations is shown in Fig. 16 . This shows worker processors computing the ADT operations, the interpolation operations, and an automatic-hole boundary' operation. Notice that most workers become idle for a brief time waiting for the last ADT operation to complete before the interpolation operations are initiated. A description of all of the possible input variables recognized by PEGASUS 5 is beyond the scope of this paper.
The most commonly used input variable which a user might need to modify to fix problems with the automatic hole cutting operation is the OFFSET input variable. This variable may be specified globally for all meshes at once, or independently for each individual mesh. The default value of OFFSET is zero. Values greater than zero cause the code to enlarge any holes in a particular mesh. It does this by examining every point in a mesh; if a point is within OFFSET cells of a hole point, then it too gets blanked.
Multi-Element Airfoil
The first test case is a two-dimensional three-element airfoil known as the 30P30N configuration (Ref. Theonlymodification totheautomatically generated PEGASUS 5inputfilewastoincrease theglobal OFFSET variable to2,andtosettheOFFSET variable toavalue of5 forbothofthe"box"grids.PEGASUS 5 ranin 65 seconds onasingleSGI R10000 250Mhz CPU.Details oftheresulting gridsystem areshown in Fig.s18and19 . 
Business Jet
This test case is a generic business jet geometry consisting of a fuselage, wing, and an aft-mounted pylon and nacelle.
The grid system consists of 13 meshes and 3.5 million grid points. Two modifications were made to the automatically generated input file in order to produce a high-quality grid system. The first of these changes was to increase the global value of the OFFSET parameter from 0 to 1, and to increase the OFFSET value to 2 for the nacelle mesh. This improved the automatically-generated holes and blanked some points that were left inside the thin trailing edges of the wing, the pylon, and the nacelle during the initial run. The second change was the "unblanking" of an automatic hole that was being cut into the surface grid of the wing fillet. This type of undesirable automatic hole cut can occur where two or more surface grids overlap in a region with significant surface curvature• When this occurs it can usually be fixed very easily by specifying a range of grid indices in the input file where PEGASUS 5 is not allowed to cut any holes.
With the addition of these changes to the input file, PEGASUS 5 produces a good-quality grid system for this case. The code required 30 minutes of CPU time on a single SGI R10000 250Mhz CPU for the initial run using the automatically generated input file. After making the above changes to the input file, the restart execution required only 2. show the fringe points surrounding the hole cut in inner box mesh; these receive interpolated information from the fuselage mesh. Figure 22 shows grid planes in a constant stream-wise plane which intersect the center of the nacelle and pylon. This figure also shows the symbols denoting all of the fringe and outer boundary interpolation points in these grid planes. This figure shows the complex intersections of the nacelle grid, the two pylon grids, the fuselage grid, and a box grid which surrounds the pylon and nacelle. Cartesian-hole maps. Each of the high-lift elements which formed a fully-enclosed surface were used to create a separate hole cutter; this included the two slat elements and three of the four flap elements. The hole-cutter composed ofthefuselage andwingwassplitspanwise intothree separate holecutters. Thiswasquite easy to accomplish by manually specifying the minimum and maximum coordinates for each cutter. Each of these three hole-cutters was also given 50% increased resolution in both longitudinal and vertical directions. After rerunning PEGASUS 5 with these eight automatic hole-cutters, the input was further refined by increasing the OFFSET value to 1 or 2 for nearly half of the meshes. It was also found that a large number of orphan points were created because the default limits on the surface-to-surface projections were too restrictive. The maximum allowable projection distance was increased by 50% to fix this problem. Finally, two regions of some overlapping grids near the surface had to be "unblanked" to correct for some bad hole cutting through the surfaces of some overlapping grids.
After these input-file modifications, a final grid system was obtained which contained just under 1200 orphan points. This compared very favorably to the grid system createdby PEGASUS 4, which had just under 5600 orphan points. The total labor time spent running and modifying the PEGASUS 5 inputs was three days, an order of magnitude decrease of the 32 days required by PEGASUS 4 for these same volume grids. Furthermore, the input modifications required for PEGASUS 5 were significantly simpler compared to the user input required by PEGASUS 4. Subsequent runs of PEGASUS 5 for the 777 grid system were performed to test the parallel performance of the code. The parallel speed-up for the 777 was better than for the Harrier grid system, as it was able to benefit from the use of more processors. The 777 grids were run on 48 SGI Origin processors, which provided a speed-up of a factor of 33 over the use of a single processor. Using 48 processors, the code was able to process the 777 grids in less than 13 minutes. 
Conclusion
The newest version of PEGASUS, version 5, has been automated to reduce the number of user inputs and the time required to determine the inter-connectivity between overlapping meshes.Automation of the hole cutting and outer boundary specification is based on the inputs required by the flow solver, which can be automatically generated by other readily available overset-CFD software. This greatly decreases the user input requirements. 
